Management of trapeziometacarpal osteoarthritis pain and dysfunction using mobilization with movement technique in combination with kinesiology tape: a case report
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Abstract

Objective: The purpose of this report is to describe the management of a patient with advanced trapeziometacarpal (TMC) osteoarthritis (OA) using mobilization with movement technique in combination with kinesiology tape to decrease pain and improve range of motion.

Clinical Features: A 52-year-old female seamstress (a career of 35 years’ duration) presented to a physiotherapy clinic with pain in the dorsal aspect of the thumb carpometacarpal region of the right (dominant) hand. Examination revealed reduced ability to abduct the right thumb, significant loss of web space, weakness of pinch grip, and deterioration of hand function. Radiographs demonstrated OA of the TMC stage IV according to the Eaton-Littler-Burton classification, with instability and subluxation of the joint.

Intervention and Outcome: A combined treatment protocol of mobilization with movement and kinesiology tape at the TMC joint for 12 weekly sessions was performed. Outcome measures were assessed at baseline, immediately upon completion of treatment, and at 2-month follow-up and included numeric pain rating scale, range of motion, pressure pain threshold, and tip pinch strength at the TMC joint. Treatment interventions were applied for 12 sessions over a period of 2 months. Outcome measures indicated significant reduction of the patient’s
subjective pain reports and considerable improvement in functional and occupational tasks. A follow-up visit at 4 months (2 months after last treatment) showed that the improvement was maintained.

**Conclusion:** A combined program of mobilization with movement and kinesiology tape reduced pain, increased range of motion, and increased tip pinch strength in a patient with severe functional impairment related to dominant TMC OA.

© 2013 National University of Health Sciences.
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**Introduction**

Trapeziometacarpal osteoarthritis (TMC OA) is a degenerative alteration of the thumb carpometacarpal joint, characterized by progressive deterioration of joint surfaces and newly forming bone, presenting as pain at the base of the thumb and dysfunction.\(^1\) In Europe and the United States, the prevalence of TMC OA has been reported as high as 30% to 40% of postmenopausal women and between 8% and 12% in the general population.\(^2-4\) Trapeziometacarpal OA frequently induces pain at the base of the thumb and often progressive closure of the first web, which in turn causes an alteration of the thumb-index pinch and limitation in hand function.\(^5\)

Evidence-based recommendations of TMC OA include activity modifications, rest, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, and thenar intrinsic and extrinsic muscle strengthening exercises.\(^6\) Nonpharmacological manual interventions have only recently begun to be specifically researched in advanced-stage TMC OA: recent studies investigating hypoalgesic mechanical effects of manual therapies in TMC OA have focused on different passive mobilization techniques (ie, median nerve mobilization by sliding technique\(^7\)) and passive and accessory joint mobilizations.\(^8-10\) A randomized controlled trial analyzing changes in pressure sensitivity after treatment with Kaltenborn mobilization\(^9\) or radial nerve mobilization\(^1\) in patients with TMC OA reported that unilateral mobilization applied on the symptomatic hand increased pressure pain thresholds over the TMC joint immediately and at follow-up periods.\(^9\) Typically, in clinical situations, manual therapy interventions combine several treatment strategies for TMC OA; however, to our knowledge, the benefits of kinesiology taping and Mobilization With Movement (MWM)\(^11\) have not yet been studied in patients with TMC OA. Because patients often report significant pain relief and functional improvements from these techniques in other conditions,\(^12\) it was decided to investigate this approach in a patient who was not responsive to conventional therapy for TMC OA.

It is hypothesized that positional faults of joints can occur following injuries or because of physiological changes secondary to degenerative conditions.\(^13\) Mobilization With Movement is a manual force technique applied to promote restoration of normal joint alignment and arthrokinematics, rather than the stretching of tightened tissues.\(^13\) The technique includes sustained manual correction of subtle joint malalignment, with active movement immediately superimposed on the corrected joint position.\(^12\) The active movement chosen is one that previously produced pain but, when superimposed on improved joint alignment, occurs pain-free.\(^14\) It has been suggested that MWM can help with immediate pain relief and improve function.\(^15\) Kinesiology taping is the application of thin, elastic tape to painful structures, with the goal of reducing pain, improving joint alignment, and improving proprioception.\(^16\) The proposed benefits of taping may occur because of the increased circulation created by increasing the interstitial space between skin and underlying connective tissues, thereby improving venous and lymphatic flow, and by stimulation of cutaneous mechanoreceptors, reducing pain.\(^16\)

At present, there are no published case reports that describe the management of TMC OA using MWM and kinesiology taping. Therefore, the purpose of this report is to describe the management of a patient with advanced TMC OA using MWM technique in combination with kinesiology tape to decrease pain and improve range of movement.

**Case report**

**Background**

A 52-year-old female seamstress was referred to the physical therapy clinic for treatment because of increasing pain and functional limitations in her right...
(dominant) hand. She presented with a 14-year history of insidious and increasing pain, with progressive lack of grip and pinch strength in her right hand. A diagnosis of right hand stage IV TMC OA, with instability and dorsal subluxation of the joint (Eaton-Littler-Burton classification\textsuperscript{17}), was confirmed by radiograph and physical examination\textsuperscript{18,19} (Fig. 1).

Health history

At the time of assessment, the patient was not taking medications and had no other reported medical conditions. Before initiation of treatment, the patient had been experiencing a rapid progression of her right hand symptoms. She had consulted with her general medical practitioner 8 months previously, who confirmed the diagnosis of TMC OA. He prescribed a course of oral nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory medication in combination with a short-arm thumb orthotic, immobilizing the wrist in neutral and the painful thumb in abduction. In addition, the general medical practitioner had advised work modification, including stopping work for 1 week, and a trial of 6 sessions of physical therapy (laser and ultrasonographic therapy). The patient reported no benefit from this medical or physical therapy management and had discontinued treatment 6 weeks before presentation at our facility.

Pain was located along the dorsal aspect of the TMC joint and was described as a “constant achy feeling,” with occasional “sharp” pain with specific movements, particularly thumb abduction and flexion, and graded at 7 of 10 on a numeric pain scale (NPS).

The patient’s subjective reports indicated increased severity of symptoms associated with her occupational tasks, particularly cutting with scissors, such that she was experiencing difficulty performing her occupational tasks. Acetaminophen and rest provided little relief, whereas repetitive use (eg, gripping) aggravated the pain. She reported that pinching (between the thumb and her first finger), cutting with scissors, turning door keys, writing, and holding cutlery utensils all aggravated her pain, with difficulty lifting even small amounts of weight with the affected hand. Because of her recent exacerbation of pain, she was no longer able to maintain her occupational tasks as a seamstress.

Physical examination

The patient held the right first metacarpal in adduction and flexion, with a zig-zag collapse deformity, commonly seen in advanced stages of TMC OA\textsuperscript{20,21}; The right first dorsal interosseous muscle and thenar musculature showed evidence of atrophy compared with the left hand. The first metacarpal base was prominent dorsally.

Neck, shoulder, and elbow range of motion (ROM) was within normal limits bilaterally.

Pretreatment goniometric evaluation of the right hand indicated reduced active and passive ROM of the TMC joint in both palmar and radial abduction of the right thumb, that is, 35° and 42°, respectively (compared with 57° and 58° on the asymptomatic left thumb), with painful active and resisted opposition, adduction, and flexion.

The patient reported tenderness to palpation of the right TMC and scapholunate joints, with maximal tenderness located on the TMC joint line dorsally. The result of the right TMC axial compression test for OA (grind test) was positive.\textsuperscript{22}

The right (dominant) TMC joint was noted by a radiologist to have grade IV OA according to the Eaton-Littler classification.\textsuperscript{17} Asymptomatic TMC OA was also noted in the same joint on the left (non-dominant) hand.

Results of laboratory blood tests were unremarkable for metabolic, inflammatory, or infectious joint disease. Results of both Durkin and Tinel tests for carpal tunnel were negative,\textsuperscript{23} and result of Finkelstein test for tenosynovitis of the first dorsal compartment was negative bilaterally.\textsuperscript{24} A confirmation of a diagnosis of
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Fig. 1. Stage IV TMC OA of the right hand.
TMC OA stage IV complicated by TMC joint laxity was noted.

**Treatment interventions**

Before initiation of treatment, the patient was advised about the potential benefits of physiotherapy treatment as well as its potential adverse effects; and written informed consent for treatment was obtained. During the 12 intervention sessions over the course of 2 months, the patient received MWM techniques to promote pain-free thumb mobility; and Kinesiology tape was applied immediately posttreatment and worn for 5 days to assist with joint repositioning posttreatment.

The primary treatment interventions are outlined in detail below.

**Method of application of MWM**

At initial assessment, active motions (TMC radial and palmar abduction and adduction) of the thumb were limited by pain. To find the position that best allowed for pain-free motion, an iterative process was used. The therapist had to experiment with and fine-tune the direction and pressure of the imposed carpal glide using feedback from the patient. As the first metacarpal was positioned toward neutral, reducing the subluxation using manual gliding pressure, the patient’s ability to move into previously painful ranges with pain-free ranges was noted. When the proper position, direction, and force of the thumb mobilization were established, the patient performed 3 sets of 10 repetitions of each of the previously painful thumb motions: TMC radial and palmar abduction and adduction (Fig. 2).

**Kinesiology tape**

The Kinesiology tape was placed without tension for a relaxation effect (Fig. 3). The goals of application of tape were also to facilitate proprioceptive feedback to the involved joint, to assist with circulation, and to diminish nociceptive input to the nervous system to prolong the effects of manual interventions.

**Outcome measures**

Outcome measures were performed at baseline, at the conclusion of treatment, and again at 2-month follow-up.

The primary outcome measure was pain intensity of first TMC joint, which was assessed with the NPS. The NPS is a 10-cm line anchored with a numeric “0” at one end representing no pain and “10” at the other end representing the worst pain imaginable, and sequential numbers in between. Pain was assessed as the participant performed tip pinch between the thumb and the index finger. The NPS was selected as the primary outcome measure based on the ability to detect minimally important clinically important differences, noted to be 2.0 cm in this instrument. The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) was used to capture psychosocial adjustment.

![Fig. 2. Mobilization with movement. Active thumb motion performed with reduction of the TMC joint.](image1)

![Fig. 3. Kinesiology tape for TMC joint (tendons). Tape is placed without tension for a relaxation effect from the insertion (I) to the origin (O). Without (A) and with (B) a corrective strip over the snuff box and parallel to tendons.](image2)
evaluations of the thumb were taken according to the American Society of Surgery of the Hand guidelines. To avoid measurement error, the same examiner performed all ROM measurements. Pressure pain threshold (PPT) was evaluated: this is a quantitative sensory test of tissue sensitivity and is defined as the minimal amount of pressure that produces pain, measured via a pressure algometer. Measurements were performed with a Mechanical Pressure Algometer (Wagner Instruments, Greenwich, CT). The validity and reproducibility of algometry have been described, with higher PPT indicating lower pain sensitivity. The patient was instructed to indicate as soon as the sensation changed from pressure to pain, according to established protocols for measuring algometry. The PPT was measured contralaterally over the TMC joint at the anatomical snuffbox. The pressure applied was increased by approximately 0.1 kg/cm² each second until the onset of pain. Three measurements were obtained from each point, and the mean was used for statistical analysis. A 1-min rest period was allowed between each measurement. The PPT was measured in kilograms per square centimeter at baseline, immediately after treatment, and 2 months after the treatment period. Motor performance was assessed by analyzing tip pinch strength measured by mechanical pinch gauge (Baseline, Irvington, NY) in the sitting position with the shoulder adducted and neutrally rotated and the elbow flexed at 90°. The reliability of pinch strength has been found to be high (intraclass correlation coefficient = 0.93). The treatment produced clinically significant improvements in pain and function. The NPS decreased by 3 points during the treatment, a clinically significant effect, which was maintained at 2-month follow-up.

Goniometric measurements are listed in Table 1. The ROM measures also improved: at commencement of treatment, first carpometacarpal palmar abduction/radial abduction TMC joint ROM measured 35° and 42°, respectively. Immediately upon completion of treatment (2 months), ROM of the affected joint measured 47° palmar abduction and 50° radial abduction, maintained at follow-up at 2 months in 50° and 50° palmar and radial abduction, an improvement of 42.9%/19.1%, respectively. The PPT increased from 2.18 to 3.75 kg/cm² at the completion of treatment, which was maintained at 2-month follow-up, with PPT levels measured at 3.9 kg/cm², an improvement of 78.9%.

Tip pinch strength increased by 2.5 kg and was maintained until first follow-up, an improvement of 22.9%. Outcomes are summarized in Table 1.

A follow-up visit 2 months after treatment completion confirmed that the patient had improved. The NPS, ROM, PPT, and tip pinch improved 57.1%, 30%, 78.9%, and 22.9%, respectively. The HADS scores for anxiety and depression were maintained at 1 and 1, respectively, at 2-month follow-up. The patient maintained full treatment compliance throughout the course of the study, with no reported adverse effects.

**Discussion**

This patient presented with TMC OA stage IV complicated by TMC joint laxity and a radiological positional abnormality, a clinical presentation commonly seen in OA of the TMC joint. Following 12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Outcome measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pretreatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM (°)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st TMC palmar abduction</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st TMC radial abduction</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPT (kg/cm²)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMC joint</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinch strength (kg)</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AS, anxiety; DS, depression; HADS, hospital anxiety and depression scale; NPS, numeric pain rating scale; PPT, pressure pain threshold; ROM, range of motion; TMC, Trapeziometacarpal.
treatments of MWM over a period of 8 weeks, the involved TMC joint pain severity, ROM, and function improved in this patient despite the long-standing mechanical structural change and chronicity of pain. Mobilization With Movement as a manual therapy technique has been described in managing pain reduction and improved function in a number of preliminary studies and case reports for both traumatic and non-traumatic joint disorders.14,39-44

The technique involves a comprehensive physical examination of the patient’s active, resistive, passive, and accessory movements at the involved joint, as well as isolated overpressure tests to determine the appropriate manual mobilization direction.44 This iterative process is important to establish the appropriate therapeutic accessory movement to use for maximum pain relief and improved ROM, following which 3 sets of 10 mobilizations are typically performed symptom-free, with support from kinesiology tape often applied following treatment to sustain the joint repositioning.44 The mechanism by which MWM is able to rapidly reduce pain remains speculative; however, several theories exist.12 It has been surmised that manual correction of a positional fault can give rise to hypoalgesia by changing the mechanics of the joint and reducing the dysfunction.44 However, an interesting study by Hsieh et al (2002),15 in a case of thumb trauma, has illustrated that the positional fault theory, although perhaps initially responsible for the immediate marked hypoalgesic effect, may not be entirely responsible for sustained pain relief. These authors identified in their case study via magnetic resonance imaging that the patient’s thumb metacarpal identified positional fault initially had an immediate improvement in bony alignment following application of MWM, but the original fault had reoccurred at follow-up despite the patient remaining asymptomatic. This finding led the authors to conclude that MWM may produce its beneficial effects via stimulating alternative antinociceptive and motor mechanisms, rather than solely due to long-term correction of the mechanical positional fault alone.15 Mulligan’s11 MWM technique may be particularly applicable to patients with TMC OA because of the pathological processes in OA that lead to changes in the shape of articular surfaces at this joint, which are amenable to manual correction to induce pain-free movement. Other mechanisms, including hypoalgesic effects, may be involved in the pain relief process.45

The role of kinesiology tape in the management of musculoskeletal disorders has been described in a recent meta-analysis.16 Proposed mechanisms of pain relief from application of kinesiology tape include improvement in circulation of both venous and lymphatic fluid by increasing the interstitial space between the skin and underlying tissues, improving joint and muscle alignment, and reducing subcutaneous nociceptive input to the central nervous system.16 Interestingly, a recent study has also determined that the application of kinesiology tape to the forearm muscles significantly improves grip strength in healthy participants46; however, improvements in strength for individuals with OA have not been determined. We anticipate that the improvements in tip pinch muscle strength in our study may be due to a combination of factors.

The notion that manual therapy interventions can beneficially influence the central nervous system for pain control is becoming increasingly recognized,47 perhaps by reducing spinal segmental sensitivity47,48 or by enhancing endogenous cortical descending pain-relieving pathways.49 The exact mechanisms of pain relief afforded by MWM and the application of kinesiology tape, however, remain hypothetical and may be interesting topics for exploration in subsequent clinical trials.

Limitations

As in all case studies, limitations exist: this case report would have been enhanced by additional outcome measures such as the inclusion of a standardized self-reported functional outcome measure, such as the Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder, and Hand50; and it is our intention to include functional outcomes in further randomized controlled trials. Considering the nature of this study, a cause-effect relationship cannot be established, thus limiting the generalizability of findings. There is also a paucity of literature showing the effectiveness of MWM and kinesiology tape in the treatment of hand OA; thus, our treatment approach is novel. Although this patient showed relief from pain and improved ROM and tip pinch strength, we cannot generalize the beneficial effects of this case; nor can it be implied that the patient would not have improved following the normal course of the disorder. As is customary in physical therapy, several interventions were applied during the same treatment session, making it more difficult to ascertain the “active ingredients”51 of the intervention. These considerations will generate hypotheses for future trials.

The techniques used in this case study may require additional training for competent application but are
worthwhile adjuncts for clinical practice\textsuperscript{12} and may enhance the clinical approach to hand OA. The exact mechanisms of pain relief remain theoretical, but it is hypothesized that they may be due to a combination of improved mechanics combined with a change in the processing of pain in the central nervous system.\textsuperscript{11,12} The results of this case report are promising and justify further clinical controlled studies to confirm the current results and investigate further the mechanisms of pain reduction.

**Conclusion**

The current case report demonstrated that MWM and Kinesiology tape induced hypoalgesia and improved ROM and tip pinch strength in a patient with stage IV right TMC OA. Clinical improvements in functional and occupational demands demonstrate the potential clinical utility of this treatment protocol for chronic pain and restriction of TMC ROM due to longstanding OA.
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